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Module: Our World
Topic: Baseline Assessment and Growing in Our World

Key Facts
•
•

Stable, caring relationships, which may be of different types, are at the heart of happy families, and are important for children’s security
as they grow up
Others’ families, either in school or in the wider world, sometimes look different from your own family. However, you should respect
those differences and know that other children’s families are also characterised by love and care for each other

I will learn the following new words/phrases:

Ask me a question!
•

What things grow on Earth?

The surroundings or conditions in which a person, animal, or plant lives or operates.

•

What does a baby need to grow?

Humans

Being, relating to, or belonging to a person or to people.

•

Reproduce

To create another life.

What can you do for yourself now, that
you couldn’t do as a baby?

Protect

Keep safe from harm or injury.

What do all families have in common?

Unique

Being the only one of its kind; unlike anything else.

•

Common

Occurring, found, or done often.

Planet

A planet is a large object that orbits a star.

World

The earth, together with all of its countries and people.

Environment
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By the end of this topic, I should:
•
•
•
•
•

understand how we care for others

What Can
I Do Now?

Look at the image
yourselves now, s and read their descriptions
. What can you
that you couldn
’t do as a baby?
do for
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learning to do
Green = I can
this. Red = I
do this.
cannot do this
yet.

Can you wash
your hands?

Can you dress
yourself?

understand the needs of a baby
be able to recognise what you can do for yourself now you are older

Can you tie
your
shoelaces?

Can you share
?

Can you write
your
own name?

Can you speak
to a
trusted adult
?

be able to describe the common features of family life
be able to recognise the ways in which your family is special and unique

Can you use
a knife,
fork, and spoo
n?

Can you tidy
up
after yourself?

